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TREATING NARRATIVE
DEFICITS IN STUDENTS WITH
LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENT
Ron & Sandi Gillam
Sandi.gillam@usu.edu

■ This session will explore interventions for narrative deficits
in children with Specific Language Impairment focusing on
the SKILL (Supporting Knowledge in Language and Literacy)
program and its three phases: teaching story structure,
stabilization of story structure and explicit instruction on
multiple linguistic targets, and metacognitive instruction.
The speaker will also discuss narrative outcome data for
children with SLI.
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Learning Outcomes
After completing this session, you will be able to:

1. discuss treatment considerations for narrative
comprehension and production deficits in students
with SLI
2. describe a manualized narrative program for treating
narrative proficiency in SLI: Phases I, II, and III
(Supporting Knowledge in Language and Literacy:
SKILL)
3. describe outcomes related to narrative treatment for
students with SLI

SKILL Overview
Phase I: Explicit Instruction
of Story Elements & Casual
Connections
t Story Element introduction
with emphasis on casual
framework (Whole)
t Lessons: (Part)
t Character, setting, initiating event (take off), internal
response (feeling), plan,
action, consequence
t Co-telling (Whole)
t Re-telling (with Bingo cards)
t Parallel story development
t Parallel story re-telling
t Literature Unit
t Mini-lesson (before, after)
t Comprehension Extension
Activity

Phase II: Elaboration (literate
language, complex episodes)
Exit
Testing

t Introduction to elaboration
t Comparison of simple &
elaborated stories
t Dialogue
t Elaboration using Plan,
Action, Complication,
Sequences (PACS)
t Practicing complexity using
PACS through parallel story
development
t Parallel Story Retelling w/
Icons
t Parallel Story Retelling w/
No Icons
t Mini-lessons (because,
adverbs, setting, feelings)
t Literature Unit

Phase III: Independent
Storytelling
Exit
Testing

t Metacognitive instruction
(internalizing story structure
and linguistic targets)
t Literature Units
t Mini-lesson (If-Then)
t Using the self-scoring
storyboard/rubric
t Co-creating sequenced
stories
t Using the self-scoring
storyboard/rubric to edit
co-created stories from
sequenced pictures
t Co-creating stories from
single scenes
t Using the self-scoring storyboard/rubric to edit co-created
stories from single scenes
t Creating independent stories
from single scenes (or
prompts)
t Using the self-scoring storyboard/rubric to edit
independent stories

Theoretically sound learning principles of narrative instruction

■ Explicit instruction in story structure (Macrostructure)
story elements, causal connections, language
(mental verbs, causal language)

structures

■ Strategies to reduce Cognitive Load (icons, graphic organizers,
group instruction, key words/phrases)
■ Scaffolding toward independence (internalizing SGEs + causal
connections)
Procedures:
1. Practice in authentic contexts (wordless then literature)
2. From whole-to-part-to-whole (activate world knowledge)
3. Practice answering questions and generating stories
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Reduce cognitive load using key words, phrases to cue SGEs
Character

Person, anim al, toy, m any, nam e

Setting

Place, city, tim e of day, m any

Take-off

Scary, funny, problem , All of a sudden

A character is a person, anim al, toy (etc..)
H ow m any characters can a story have?
O ur characters need nam es.
Setting can be a place, tim e or city.
W hat “tim e” of day or night w as the story?
H ow m any setting elem ents can a story
have?

Feelings

N am e som ething _____ that gets the story
going. M ight say “All of a sudden… ” to cue.
H ow did the character FEEL about the takeoff?

Plan

D ecided, w anted, planned, thought

W hat did the character TH IN K about
doing? W hat did he WAN T to do?

A ction

U se SO and BECAU SE to explain actions in
response to Initiating Events (take offs)

W hat did the character D O because of the
take-0ff?

Com plication

Ah-O h

M ight say “Ah – O h!” to cue. Som ething
got in the w ay.

Landing

The problem w as solved w hen… Finally..

W hat happened to m ake the story end?
W hat did the character(s) do to solve the

W rap-up

In the end…

problem ?
Rem ind us about w hat happened and how
do you think the character(s) felt about it?

Story Structure Instruction

Reduce cognitive load by providing
instruction in groups

Distributes working memory load among children
(Paas & Sweller, 2013)

Practice with story elements within authentic contexts
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Lesson 11 CoTelling
Objective: The focus of this session is to help children tell a story using all of the story elements in
context with the icons as cues.
Materials: Large story icons, Camping Trouble with Dogs.
Ideas from the experts: When children are having a great deal of difficulty, you may need to model
the story for them. Rotate the icons counterclockwise when redistributing them for the cotelling.
Instructions: Give each child a story icon until all of the icons have been used. Some children will have
more than one icon. Beginning with the child who is holding up the character icon, ask each to “Tell
his/her part of the story using the icon. Hold up your icons, or point to them in the story, to cue chil
dren for their turn if they do not spontaneously take it. The activity constitutes a “cotell” because
you are telling the story “WITH” the children. Begin with Camping Trouble with Dogs. Ask compre
hension questions after the cotelling activity. After successful cotelling with the teacher, have the
students cotell the sotry without the teachers assistance.
Tips from the experts: You may hold up the icons to help children answer the comprehension ques
tions. You may redistribute the icons so that different children have the opportunity to use a different
icon in retelling the story. Repetition is very helpful, so if children will tolerate retelling the story mul
tiple times, do so. The cotell is “supportive” so use picture and icon support frequently. Encourage
all of the children to “assist” in telling the story.
Prior to CoTell

?

Ask:

1. Who were the characters in the story?
[Potential Answers: dogs, bear; Max, Bob, Grizzly.]
2. What setting elements did you notice?
[Potential Answers: forest, stream, campout, daytime, tree.]
3. What got the story going? What was the takeoff?
[Potential Answers: the dogs saw a bear on their way through the forest.]
4. How did the dogs feel about seeing the bear?
[Potential Answers: afraid.]
5. What did they plan to do when they saw the bear?
[Potential Answers: get away, hide, run away.]
6. What action did the dogs take when they saw the bear?
[Potential Answers: ran away.]
7. What got in the way of their getting away from the bear? What complication happened?
[Potential Answers: the bear fell asleep under the tree where they were hiding.]
8. What was the landing?
[Potential Answers: They got away and went on their campout.]
9. Did Max and Bob get to go on their campout?
[Potential Answers: yes.]
10. What did they do when they got to the campout?
[Potential Answers: roasted marshmallows.]
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Character
Say:
! “The first square on your storyboard has a character icon or symbol in it.”
! “What can we have for characters?”
[Answer: toys, people, animals, etc.].
! “How many characters can our story have?”
[Answer: many.]
! “Let’s think of some characters for our story.”
[Answer: You may assist the children in developing and naming their characters.]
! ”Draw a quick picture or illustration of our character(s) and we will write their names
under their pictures.”
Setting.
Say:
! “The next square on your storyboard has a setting icon or symbol in it.“
! “What settings can there be in a story?”
[Answer: place, city, time of day.]
! “Let’s think of some settings for our story.”
[Answer: You may assist children in coming up with names for cities, places, times.]
! “Draw a quick illustration or picture of the setting elements [represent time of day with a
sun and a clock, and time of night with a moon and a clock] on the storyboard in the
setting box.“
TakeoffProblem.
Say:
! “The next square on your storyboard has a takeoff icon or symbol in it.”
! “What is a takeoff?”
[Answer: something that gets the story going].
! “What can a takeoff be?”
[Answer: something funny, scary, a problem}.
! “Let’s think of something that will get our story going.”
! “Most takeoffs are funny, scary, or interesting. We could say “all of a sudden…”
! “Draw a quick illustration or picture of our take off.”
Consequence/Landing
Say:
! “Before we continue, let’s go ahead and decide how our story will end.”
! “We will come back to this in a minute, but for now, let’s decide what will happen
because of the takeoff.”
! “Draw a quick illustration or picture of the landing on the story board.”

MUSHROOM IN THE RAIN
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Phase I: Teaching Story Grammar Elements &
Causal connections
Character
Setting
Initiating Event

•Agents
•Time & Place
•Take Off

Internal Response •Feelings
Plan

•Thoughts

Attempts

•Actions

Consequence

•Landing
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Phase 2: Stabilization of Story Structure
and Explicit instruction on multiple linguistic
targets (elaborated noun phrases, adverbs,
mental verbs, linguistic verbs, subordinated
and coordinated clauses, causal language)

Phase II
Stabilization &Elaboration
Explicit instruction in elaboration
■ Introduction to elaboration
■ Comparison of simple & elaborated stories
■ Dialogue
■ Elaboration using Plan, Action, Complication, Sequences (PACS)
■ Practicing complexity using PACS through parallel story development
■ Parallel Story Retelling w/Icons
■ Parallel Story Retelling w/No Icons
■ Elaborating on Action with adverbs
■ Action adverbs Mini-lesson

Comprehension Literature Unit
■ Tacky the Penguin
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Lesson 1 Introduc"on to Elabora"on
Objective: To teach children what elaboration means. To teach children to identify and use elabora
tion in their stories.
Materials: Icons, (including new icons for story elaboration, dialogue); Elaboration Storyboards (for
children); bingo cards, Hamster Trouble wordless picture book (iPad, computer presentation, or
printed text) versions 1 and 2. Index cards and markers for study words.
General Instructions: You will be teaching children how to elaborate upon the story elements that
were taught during Phase I of the program throughout Phase II. This lesson in an introduction to the
concept of elaboration in the context of a wordless picture book. You will use two versions of the
wordless picture book Hamster Trouble to support your introduction to the concept. You may ex
plain the concept of elaboration in any way that you like; there are video clips in this section to give
you some ideas of how it has been done. As you tell each version of “hamster trouble” ask children
to keep track of the number of story elements each contains by marking them on their bingo cards.
After each version of the story, count and identify how many elements each contained. This should
lead to a discussion about how the second version is more “elaborate” than the first.
Tips from the Experts: It may be helpful to have both versions printed and available to refer to dur
ing discussion of versions 1 and 2. You may facilitate marking story elements by nodding or pointing
to the bingo card when an element is mentioned; or you may verbally remind a child to mark their
card. You might want to pair children to work together on one card and help each other. Review the
bingo cards with children after you have read the entire story. Facilitate a discussion surrounding
the story elements they identified. You may want to go back through the book and point them out.

Elaborated Storyboards

Bingo Cards

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION: Illustra"ng how to teach the concept of elabora"on.
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Lesson 2 Comparison of Simple and
Elaborated Stories
Objective: To teach children to compare stories according to the level of elaboration that is con
tained in them.
Materials: Icons, Elaboration Storyboards, bingo cards, Hamster Trouble Wordless picture books (on
iPad, computer, or printed in text) versions 1 and 2, Index cards, and markers (for study words).
General Instructions: Facilitate a discussion with the children about how the two versions of the
story are different. Begin with character and compare version 1 to version 2. Use the summary table
outlining critical differences between the stories to guide your discussion.
Tips from the Experts: It may be helpful to show the icons and go through the pictures in the story
to talk about the differences as you review them.
Critical differences between versions 1 & 2 of Hamster Trouble
Story 1

Story 2

Hamster, girl, dog, cat,
Snoopy where are you, ouch

Snoopy, Jenn, Jack, Fluffy; Added dialogue
“go away from my family, ouch.”

Setting

House, cage, home

Utah, RedWood forest, in the middle of the
night.

Takeoff

Snoopy snuck out

Snoopy snuck out.

Feelings

Sad, happy

Afraid, surprised, shocked, disappointed,
angry.

Plan

Yell for snoopy

Yell, look, go home to see if he was there.

Action

Yell

Complication

Dog fell on cat; got in the
way of yelling for Snoopy

Landing

Snoopy was found

Snoopy was found.

WrapUp

Happy that Snoopy was home

Happy Snoopy was home, decided to lock his
cage in the future.

Character

Yell, look, go home.
Jack fell on Fluffy, gopher bit Jenn’s nose, Jack
barked at birds; got in the
way of actions to find Snoopy.

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:

Character

Story 1

Story 2

Hamster, girl, dog, cat

Snoopy, Jenn, Jack, Fluffy; Added

Snoopy where are you, Ouch

dialogue “go away from my family,
ouch”
Utah, RedWood forest, in the middle
of the night

Setting

House, cage, home

Take-Off

Snoopy snuck out

Snoopy snuck out

Feelings

Sad, happy

Afraid, surprised, shocked,

Plan

Yell for snoopy

Action

Yell

Yell, look, go hom e

Com plication

Dog fell on cat; got in way of

Jack fell on Fluffy, gopher bit Jenn’s

yelling for Snoopy

nose, Jack barked at birds; got in the
way of actions to find Snoopy

Landing

Snoopy was found

Snoopy was found

Wrap-Up

Happy that Snoopy was home

Happy Snoopy was home, decided to

disappointed, angry
Yell, look, go hom e to see if he was
there

lock his cage in future
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Lesson 3 Elabora!on On Character
Objective: To teach children to use dialogue to elaborate on the characters they include in their
stories.
Materials: Character icon, Story Elaboration icon, Dialogue icon, Hamster Trouble book, index cards
(or white board or chalkboard).
General Instructions: Show the character and story elaboration icons to the child, label them, and
describe what each stands for.
Tips from the Experts: You may write the words on the board, on a white board, or index cards. Too
much elaboration can overload memory and result in stories that do not contain all the necessary
story elements. Begin with minimal elaboration and add more when students demonstrate that
they are ready.
Advanced Options: For advanced students, you may ask children to elaborate in their stories by
talking about characters’ personalities and physical features.

Say:

! “In the second story, there was more “elaboration” because the characters talked more.”
! “When characters talk to each other in stories, we call that dialogue.”
! “We can show dialogue in illustrations or pictures in the story by adding a circle around it
like this” (draw the dialogue box and/or point out the icon).
! “The characters also had names in the second story.”
! “When we name characters, it makes our story more elaborate.”
! “Can you remember the names of the characters?”
Note: [Jenn, Jack, Snoopy, Fluffy]. You may write the word NAMES on the board and/or have
them also write NAMES on an index card.
VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:
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For example, in Hamster Trouble–the characters all yelled for
Snoopy, “Snoopy, where are you?” (p. 5).
[You may point to this page, or have children look in their books
for it.]
Another !me, Jenn said to Jack, “Be careful.” (p. 7).
[You may point to this page, or have children look in their books
for it.]

What did Jenn say when the gopher bit her on the nose?
[Answer: Ouch; p. 10].

What did Daddy Bird say to them when his nest fell down on the
ground?
[Answer: p. 1; He said “Go away from my family!].

?

Ask:

1. Can you think of some ways we could elaborate on our characters?
[Answer: Names, dialogue; Advanced: personality, physical features.]
2. Can you remember the names for the characters in Hamster Trouble.
[Answer: Jenn, Fluffy, Jack, Snoopy, Daddy Bird…]
3. Can you think of something that Jenn may have said to Snoopy when she found him?
[Answer: Reasonable responses accepted.]
4. What are some things that Snoopy may have said to Jenn about why he left his cage?
[Answer: Reasonable answers.]
5. What do you think the Daddy Bird said to Jack besides “Go away.”
[Answer: Reasonable answers.]

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:

Elaborating on the Plan, Action, Complication, Sequences (PACS)

Objective: To teach children how to produce more
complex stories by producing plan, action,
complication sequences (PACS).
Instructions: Show the plan, action, complication
icons.
Materials: plan & plan again icons, decide icon, story
sparkle icon, Hamster Trouble,

Story Review for PACS
What was their first plan ? [Answer: decided to Yell for Snoopy]. What action did they take?
[They yelled for Snoopy.]
Then what happened? Was there a complication ? [Answer: yes, Jack fell on top of Fluffy and
got in the way of their yelling.]
How did they “plan again ?” [Answer: decided to LOOK for Snoopy in the forest]. What action
did they take? [Answer: they looked and looked in the forest for Snoopy].
Then what happened? Was there a complication ? [Answer: Yes, a whole bunch of
complications got in the way of their LOOKING for Snoopy]. Note* talk briefly about the
complications.
Turn to page 11; Did they make another plan ? (Answer: Yes, they decided to go home and see
if Snoopy was there]. What action did they take? [Answer: They walked home to see if
Snoopy was there].
Did the story land when they got home? [Answer: Yes, they found Snoopy sitting on the couch
eating popcorn. Snoopy ran away, they yelled and looked for him, then they found him at
the house ! Thank goodness!] Landing!
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Parallel story development
Say,

Character
“The first square on your grid has a character icon or symbol in it. Let’s
think up some characters for our story. When kids brainstorm the
characters, say, “Let’s think of a name(s) for our character (s). Most
characters have names. Draw a quick picture of the character(s) and
write their names under their pictures on the board. Give the children
just a minute to draw and write on their grid.
Setting.
Say, “The next square on your grid has a setting icon or symbol in it. Let’s
think up some setting words for our story. [As children are brainstorm],
say, “Let’s think of a city for our story to be in. [brainstorm cities
nearby]. Most stories are set at a certain time of day or night. What
time of day or night should our story be set in? [allow brainstorming].
[Draw a quick picture of the setting elements, represent time of day
with a sun and a clock, and time of night, with a moon and a clock] and
write their names under their pictures on the board. Give the children
just a minute to draw and write on their grid. ]

9/22/16
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Practicing complexity using PACS through parallel story
development
Objective: To teach children how to elaborate on the plans they
include in their stories.
Materials: plan & plan again icons, StoryBoard w/one
complication and two plans (one plan, one plan again)
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Parallel Story Retelling w/Icons then without
Instructions:

Pass out story grammar “Bingo” cards and tokens. Tokens are to be used to
place over the icons once a child has included that story element in their
re-tell of the story.
Each child should take turns telling the story while the other children “mark”
the story elements on their Bingo cards.
Some elements will have more than one token on them.
One child tells the story using story grid, and the other children monitor the
story, placing tokens on the Bingo icons.
The Teacher should hold up any icon that represents a story grammar
element that the child telling the story has forgotten.

■ Phase II, lesson 6 parallel story retelling with icons Video
■ Phase II, lesson 6 parallel story retelling without icons Video

Elaborating on Action
Elaborating on Setting
Mini-lesson for Setting
Elaborating on Feelings
Feelings Mini-Lesson using “Vertical Structuring”
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When Snoopy snuck out of his cage, How did he
do it? [Answer: “quickly”; He snuck out quickly. He
was also pretty quiet – he was sneaking quietly.
When they were looking for Snoopy, “How did
they look?” [Answer: They looked quietly.” They
were looking quietly in the RedWood forest.]
Jack was barking at the birds. How was he
barking? [Answer: He was barking “loudly”; Jack
was barking loudly at the birds]
The daddy bird is yelling at them. How is he
yelling? [Answer: loudly. The Daddy bird is yelling
loudly at the characters to go away.]

Action mini-lesson
Objective: To give
children practice
using adverbs that
related to actions
in stories.
Materials: Action and
story sparkle icons;
single scenes
Key adverbs: quietly,
quickly, loudly,
tightly, slowly

Setting mini-lesson
Objective: To give
children practice
elaborating on
settings in
stories.
Materials: setting
icon, story
sparkle icon,
single scenes

The gorilla is holding on to the
horse. How is holding on?
Tightly ! Or loosely?
The horse is running. How is
he running? Quickly or
slowly?
[Make sentences with the
words.]

Look at this picture.
Let’s make up a setting for it.
Where do you think the baby could be?
[Answer: Facilitate a conversation to
assist children in generating
multiple, descriptive words to
describe the settings; be sure to
encourage the use of specific
names for cities, states, locations]
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Vertical structuring .using feeling words

Teacher: The children dug a really deep hole in the snow. How do you think
they feel?
Child: thrilled, exited
Teacher: Why do you think they are so excited?
Child: because they found a treasure in the hold
Teacher: The children are excited because they dug a deep hole in the
snow.

■ Phase II, Mini-lesson 5
■ Vertical structuring example
■ Vertical structuring non-example

TACKY THE PENGUIN
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■ Phase II, lesson 9 Literature Unit: pre-story presentation.
■ Phase II, lesson 9 Literature Unit: vocabulary

Picture walk with icons (retelling):

■ Ask the children to retell the story page by page.
■ Highlight and discuss vocabulary and story grammar elements.
■ Hold up the appropriate icons as children talk about each page to
highlight story elements.
■ Highlight the “main” character (Miss Nelson and/or Viola Swamp).
■ Highlight the setting.
■ Highlight the problem in the story.

pg 9, Tell me about Tacky’s shirt
pgs 12-13, Tell me about Tacky’s song
pgs 16-17, What do the hunters look like?
pg 27, What was Tacky’s dive like?
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■ Video, 005 “reading” Tacky (embedded vocabulary instruction) 36 m

Phase&II&Exit&form&
In&order&to&move&to&Phase&III,&a&student&must&be&able&to&create&a&story&(using&a&complex&storyboard)&that&
contains&all&of&the&elements&with&minimal&assistance,&answer&comprehension&questions&related&to&the&
story&elements,&and&recall&important&details&in&the&story.&
&
Student&Summary&&__________________________&&&Date&_________________________________&
&
Ask$child$to$create$story$using$Storyboard$
Answers$comprehension$
Story$recall$
(below)$
questions:$
Includes&at&least&1&
Includes&because,&
Identifies&at&least&1&
Recalls&at&least&1&
when&or&so&in&story
character&by&name& &
Character& &
character& &
&
Includes&at&least&1&
Includes&2&or&more&
Identifies&at&least&1&Setting&
Recalls&at&least&1&Setting&
setting&using&proper&
feeling&words&in&
&
&
name& &
story& &
Includes&2&or&more&
Recalls&at&least&one&Take&
Includes&takeHoff& &
Take&off&
mental/linguistic&
off&
(ghost chasing)&
verbs&in&story& &
(ghost chasing, scaring
ghost)&
Includes&feelings&of&
Includes&1&or&more&
Recalls&at&least&1&feeling&
Feelings&
characters&that&are&
adverb&in&story& &
word&
(afraid, scared of ghost, happy
clearly&RELATED&to&the&
ghost was gone)&
(afraid, scared of ghost,
take&off& &
happy ghost was gone)&
Includes&plans&of&
Includes&an&
Plan&
Recalls&at&least&1&Plan&
characters&that&are&
elaborated&noun&
(to get away, to hide, to scare
(to get away, to hide, to
clearly&RELATED&to&the&
phrase&(ie.,&big&
ghost)&
scare ghost)&
horse,&big,&white&
take&off& &
horse)& &
Includes&actions&of&
&
Recalls&at&least&2&actions&
Action&
characters&that&are&
(states any action related to
clearly&RELATED&to&the&
getting the ghost to go away,
(states any action related
take&off& &
or escaping from ghost)&
to getting the ghost to go
away, or escaping from
ghost)&
Includes&a&complication&
&
Recalls&the&complication&
Complication&
&
(ghost wouldn’t leave)&
(ghost wouldn’t leave)&
Includes&a&landing&that&
&
Landing&
Recalls&the&Landing&
clearly&RELATES&to&the&
(ghost leaves)&
(ghost leaves)&
take&off& &
Summarizes&the&story&
&
&
WrapHup&
and&includes&character’s&
(happy because they were
feelings&about&the&
safe, ghost gone, good team)&
events& &
&
&

Phase II Exit Checklist
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Phase III

Phase III: Metacognitive instruction

(internalizing story structure and linguistic targets)
Literature Comprehension Unit (Miss Nelson is Missing)
If- then with Miss Nelson
Using the self-scoring story board/rubric w/Miss Nelson
Co-creating sequenced stories
Using the self-scoring story board/rubric to edit co-created stories
from sequenced pictures
Co-creating stories from single scenes
Using the self-scoring story board/rubric to edit co-created stories
from single scenes
Creating independent stories from single scenes (or prompts)
Using the self-scoring story board/rubric to edit independent stories

Lesson 1 Literature Comprehension Unit
Miss Nelson is Missing
Objectives: To help children attend to and answer questions related to story elements and specific
story details in authentic literature. To assist children in identifying story structure in authentic liter
ature. To bring attention to conjoining words, adverbs, noun phrases, and mental/linguistic verbs.
To assist children in understanding the concepts of “if and then.”
Materials: Selected literature book Miss Nelson is Missing, index cards with vocabulary words writ
ten on them (definitions on the back), small icons, photocopies of the major characters and settings
in the story (laminated).
General Instructions: Administer pretest vocabulary and comprehension probes before beginning
this section. You will read the literature book, teach unfamiliar vocabulary, highlight story elements,
and help children practice retelling the story.
Lesson 1: Literature Comprehension Unit (Miss Nelson is Missing)
Objectives: To help children attend to and answer questions related to story elements and specific
story details in authentic literature. To assist children in identifying story structure in authentic liter
ature. To bring attention to conjoining words, adverbs, noun phrases, and mental/linguistic verbs.
To assist children in understanding the concepts of “if and then.”
Materials: Selected literature book Miss Nelson is Missing, index cards with vocabulary words writ
ten on them (definitions on the back), small icons, photocopies of the major characters and settings
in the story (laminated).
Prestory presentation:
! Show the title page and ask children to read the title. [Point out each word as you read it.]
! Ask children, “What do you think the story will be about?”
" The story tells about how children should be nice and respectful to their teacher
and work hard in school.
Sometimes we don’t appreciate what we have.
The story is about a classroom of students in Room 207.
The teacher’s name is Miss Nelson.
The students are acting up and not paying attention in class.
All of a sudden, Miss Nelson disappears and a new teacher, Miss Swamp, comes
to teach.
" She is not nice.
" The students wonder what happened to Miss Nelson and try to find her.
" In the end, Miss Nelson returns and the students are much happier and behave.
" They do this so Miss Nelson will never leave again.

"
"
"
"
"

! Read the book, highlighting story elements, story details and microstructure (conjoining
words, adverbs, adjectives in noun phrases, mental & linguistic verbs). Use icons and term
inology related to story elements.

MISS NELSON IS MISSING
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■ Lesson 1: Literature Unit
■ Pre-story presentation
■ Word review
■ Picture walk
■ Comprehension questions
■ Story retelling (with and without icons)

Lesson 2 MiniLesson: If/Then with
Miss Nelson is Missing
Objective: Student will use if/then phrase to show cause and effect relationship in a narrative.
Students will be able to use the if/then statements to help organize their narratives.
Materials: If/then cards, book Miss Nelson is Missing by Harry Allard.
Say:

!“We’re going to learn to use if and then in our stories.”
!“Good stories use a lot of if’s and then’s.”
!“Let’s play an if/then game” (hold up two cards with the words if and then on them).
!“First I’ll say if and you tell me then.”
!“Then, you say if and I’ll tell you then. Let’s play.”

Suggested items for cards:
Sample: If I didn’t go to bed until late, then I would be really tired in the morning.
Actual items:
• If I didn’t eat breakfast, then (I [or you] would be hungry).
• If I win a Best Bear ticket (or school specific reinforcer), then (I [or you] get to have lunch
with Mr. Long, or name of school principal).
• If I get into the bathtub with my clothes on, then (silly answer, reasonable answer).
• If I fall asleep with gum in my mouth, then (it will be in my hair, I could choke…)
• If I don’t do my homework, then (I’ll be in trouble, I won’t learn..)
• If I don’t wear a coat to school when it snows, then (I will be cold, get sick).
Guided Practice (w/literature):
“The book we’ve been reading, Miss Nelson is Missing, uses lots of ifs and then’s. Let’s see if we can
find them.”
Teacher: Reads to bottom of page 7 then says, “If school children don’t behave, then a teacher will
have to do something–she will have to take action.”
Teacher: Reads to bottom of page 14 then says, “And if you misbehave, then you’ll be sorry,” said
Miss Swamp.) If the children continued to behave badly, then they would be sorry. (What did Miss
Swamp mean by ‘they would be sorry’?)

Lesson 3 Using the Selfscoring Storyboard
and/or the Child Selfscoring Rubric
Miss Nelson is Missing
Objective: To teach and give children practice using the child selfscoring rubric.
Materials: Selfscoring storyboard and/or child selfscoring rubric, Miss Nelson book.
General Instructions: Go through the book page by page and help children to identify the story ele
ments and answer the questions on the rubric related to story elements. Ask children to check
“yes” or “no” for each box on the storyboard or rubric. If the story does not meet the guidelines for
the rubric (the box is checked “no”), discuss this with children and say, “Ww want our stories to in
clude this.” Go through the book and help children to identify components of elaboration including
conjoining words, adverbs, noun phrases, and mental/linguistic verbs.
Tips from the Experts: There are examples provided here, but there are more examples in the story.
You may want to write them on the board, index card and/or have children copy them. You may
want to go through the book page by page and answer one question at a time. For example, you
may start by identifying all of the conjoining words in the book and then move to finding words and
phrases that say “when or why.” Help children fill out the rubric as you go through the process.

SelfScoring StoryBoard

SelfScoring Rubric

Story Elements
Character
Ask:
1. Does the story have at least two characters?
[Answer: Yes, it has more}.
2. Do the characters have names?
[Answer: Yes, Miss Nelson, Detective Smogg, Viola Swamp}.
Setting
Ask:

1. Does the story say what day it is or what time it is?
[Answer: Not specifically, but the children are at school so it’s during the day and it’s a
school day].
2. Does the story say the name of the place that it takes place?
[Answer: Room 207–in a school, the Police Station, Miss Nelson’s house].
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Lesson 4 Cocrea"ng Sequenced Stories
Objective: Children will tell complex stories from sequenced pictures containing story elements,
conjunctions, elaborated noun phrases, adverbs, mental and linguistic verbs.
Materials: Sequenced pictures (Appendix C), selfscoring rubric or storyboard, computer, printer,
pens/pencils, tape recorder (preferably digital).
General Instruction: Model story using one set of sequenced pictures (include story elements and
microstructure elements; see child selfscoring rubric). Cocreate a group story using a different set
of sequenced picture; record on a tape recorder; each child has one or two of the sequenced pic
tures to be “in charge of” to contribute to the story. Teacher types up story and prints out copies for
the children to have for editing. Have children analyze the stories for story elements & microstruc
ture elements using the child selfscoring rubric; marking up the written stories with pens/markers.
Children read their edited story to the teacher who then types it up again and prints it out. Con
tinue the editing process until the story meets all the criteria of the rubric.

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:

Lesson 4a Using the Selfscoring Storyboard
and/or the Child Selfscoring
Rubric to Edit Cocreated
Sequenced Stories
Lesson 4a: Using the Selfscoring Storyboard and/or the Child Selfscoring Rubric
to Edit Cocreated Sequenced Stories
Objectives: Children will edit stories they have created using the selfscoring rubric/storyboard.
Materials: Cocreated story from Lesson 4 (or other stories children have created).
General Instructions: Go through the cocreated story and help children to identify the story ele
ments and story elaboartion elements by answering the questions on the rubric. Ask children to
check yes or no for each box on the rubric. If the story does not meet the guidelines for the rubric,
discuss this with children and say, “We want our stories to include this.” Then, edit the story, re
write it (retype it), and give it to the children to review. Go through the book and help children to
identify components of elaboration including conjoining words, adverbs, noun phrases, and
mental/linguistic verbs.

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:

Lesson 6 Cocrea"ng Stories from Single
Scenes
Objective: Children will cocreate complex stories from single scenes containing story elements,
conjunctions, elaborated noun phrases, adverbs, mental and linguistic verbs .
Materials: Single scenes (Appendix C), selfscoring rubric or storyboard, computer, printer,
pens/pencils, tape recorder (preferably digital).
General Instruction: Model story using a single scene (include story elements and microstructure
elements; see child selfscoring rubric). Cocreate a group story using a different set of sequenced
picture; record on a tape recorder; each child has one or two of the sequenced pictures to be “in
charge of” to contribute to the story. Teacher types up story and prints out copies for the children
to have for editing. Have children analyze the stories for story elements & microstructure elements
using the child selfscoring rubric; marking up the written stories with pens/markers. Children read
their edited story to the teacher who then types it up again and prints it out. Continue the editing
process until the story meets all the criteria of the rubric.
Tips from the Experts: You may want to start with single scenes that contain an obvious initiating
event (takeoff) and then move to scenes that are harder and do not contain obvious problems or
“starting events.”

VIDEO ILLUSTRATION:
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